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INTRODUCTION 
A P-SPACE (Poincare duality space) of formal dimension n is, roughly speaking, a finite 
complex X such that for some p E H,(X) the map 
n/f : H*(X) + H*(X) 
is an isomorphism. A more complicated definition is required when X is not simply con- 
nected. 
According to Browder [3] and Novikov [19] a simply connected P-space X has the 
homotopy type of a compact C” manifold of dimension n if n is odd and there is a vector 
bundle II : E+ Xof fibre dimension k, say, such that the generator of H”‘k(T(E)) is spherical, 
where T(E) is the Thorn space of the bundle. This paper is concerned with the possibility 
of deciding whether or not such a vector bundle exists. We consider spherical fibre spaces 
over X, that is, fibre spaces whose fibres have the homotopy type of a sphere Sk-’ ; the 
integer k is called the fibre dimension. The Thorn space T(x) of such a fibre space x, and 
stable fibre homotopy equivalence of two such fibre spaces, can be defined. 
THEOREM A. If X is a P-space, then there is one and, up to stablejibre homotopy equiva- 
lence, only one sphericalJibre space n over X such that the generator of H”+‘(T(a)) is spherical. 
The construction of such a fibre space was suggested by Milnor. The proof of unique- 
ness is a generalization of a theorem of Atiyah 121. 
Theorem A provides an obstruction theory for the existence of a vector bundle over X 
with the desired property. The pth obstruction Op(X) lies in Hp(X; I~~-~(F)), where F is 
the fibre of the fibring map B, + BH (here B,, = lim BHtkjr where BHtkj is Stasheff’s classi- 
fying space for spherical fibre spaces of fibre dimzsion k). If X has formal dimension N 
and is (n- I)-connected the primary obstruction O”(X) E H”(X; z,,_,(F)) is described in 
terms of the topology of X as follows. 
Let II,_, denote the stable (n- I)-stem and let $: HN-“(X; Z) -+ HN(X; IT,_,) m ll,_, 
be the secondary obstruction defined in [ll]. Then (- l)n(N+l)+l J/ is u rl/“(X) for a 
unique I,!?‘(X) E H”(X; ll,_ 1). 
t The author was supported in part by NSF grant GP4598. 
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THEOREM B. There is a homomorphism ll,_, + n,-,(F) such that the induced co- 
efficient homomorphism H”(X; ll,_ 1) + H”(X; II,_~(F)) takes Ii/“(X) into g”(X), and the 
sequence 
J.-l 
=” - 1W) - l-h-1 - G- I(F) 
is exact. 
Sections 1 and 2 contain elementary properties of fibre spaces, 93 elementary properties 
of P-spaces, and #4 and 5 the material necessary for Theorem A. The obstruction theory 
is formulated in $6, and Theorem B is proved in $07 and 8. 
If A and B are groups [spaces] then A z B means: A is isomorphic to B [A has the 
same homotopy type as B]. IfS, g: X + Y are maps then f N g means: f is homotopic to g. 
Singular homology and cohomology are used throughout. 
This paper is essentially the author’s thesis, written under Prof. J. Milnor, whom I 
gratefully thank for advice and encouragement. 
$1. SPHERICAL FIBRE SPACE!3 
The term “fibre space” always means a map n:: E + X with the covering homotopy 
property CHP for all spaces or, equivalently, the path lifting property, PLP. All base 
spaces of fibre spaces are assumed to be paracompact and locally contractible. The fibre 
n-‘(x) will often be denoted E,. If n and q are fibre spaces then II - q means “rc is fibre 
homotopy equivalent o q”. 
If II : E + X is a fibre space let C, be the mapping cylinder of A and let r: C, + X be 
the retraction. Then r: C, + X is a fibre space with sub-fibre space x; in fact r is (see below) 
71 @ 1, for the identity map 1: X + X. The fibre of r over x will be denoted simply C,, 
if no confusion is possible. The inclusions of the fibres C, and E, in the total spaces will 
be denoted ix. 
If A and B are subsets of X, then S(A, X, B) is the set of all paths p : [O,l] + X such that 
p(0) E A and p(1) E B, topologized by the compact-open topology. The endpoint map 
co: 9(A, X, B) --, B is defined by w(p) = p(1). 
1.1 PROPOSITION. If a: E + X is a fibre space, then x is fibre homotopy equivalent to 
the endpoint map w : B(E, C,, X) + X. (Compare with [7], $5, and [8]). 
Proof. Let r: C, + X be the retraction. Let B’(E, C,, X) be the space of paths in 
B(E, C,, X) which remain in a single fibre of r, let o’ = olB’(E, C!,, X), and let i: Y(E, C,, X)+ 
B(E, C,, X) be the inclusion. 
For p: [O,l] + X and e E E with a(e) = p(O), let I(p, e): [O,l] ---) E be a path, depending 
continuously on p and e, such that f(p, e)(O) = eandnOZ(p,e)=p. AnypointxEC,canbe 
written as(e(x), s(x)) for e(x) E E and s(x) E [0, 11. Define H: B(E,C,, X) x I+ B(E,C,, X)by 
H(p, u)(r) = (Kr 0 p I C4 11, e(HON(u), sWN>, 
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SO that H(p, 1) E B’(E, C,, X). The composition i 0 H( , 1) is fibre preserving homotopic to 
the identity by the homotopy H, and H( , 1) 0 i is easily seen to be fibre preserving homo- 
topic to the identity. It therefore suffices to show that 7~ N w’. 
Define a: B’(E, C,, X) --) E by a@) = p(O). If i: E -+ B(E,C,,X) is the obvious map 
then a 0 i is the identity. If K: B’(E, C,, X)x2 --t B(E, C,, X) is defined by 
K(p, u) = p ] [0, u) followed by the radial path from p(u) to p(l), 
then K is a fibre preserving homotopy of i 0 a and the identity. 
Proposition 1.1, and the following considerations, allow E to be replaced by a space 
of the same homotopy type. 
If rri: E, -+ X(i = 1, 2) are maps (not necessarily fibre spaces) and f : E, + E, is a 
homotopy equivalence such that qf N x1, it is not hard to show that there are maps 
aI: C,, -B C,,_, such that 
(1) 4&) c Es-i 
(2) aJX= identity map of X 
(3) a3_IaI N identity map of Czi, where the homotopy keeps X pointwise fixed and 
Ei fixed as a set. 
It follows that the endpoint maps oi: B(E*, C,,, X) + X are fibre homotopy equivalent. 
A spherical jibre space of fibre dimension k 2 1, is a fibre space in which every fibre 
has the homotopy type of Sk- ‘. If II : E --f X is a vector bundle of fibre dimension k, 
and E, is the set of non-zero vectors, then nlEo : E,, + X is a spherical fibre space of 
fibre dimension k, denoted [II]. (One can similarly define [‘$I] for any microbundle 2I, by 
WI.) 
The Thorn isomorphism theorem holds for spherical fibre spaces: there is a class 
U(n) E Hk(C,, E), natural with respect o induced fibre spaces, such that the maps 
u U(n) : HP(C,; G) - HP+k(C,, E; G) 
u(r) n : Hp+k(Cn, E; G) + H,(C,; G> 
are isomorphisms for p 2 0, where G = 2, if x is not orientable and G is arbitrary if x is 
orientable. This can be proved by using the Leray-Serre spectral sequence for (r,n) (c.f. 
remarks after Theorem 2.1 in [18]). 
The isomorphisms 
HP(X; G) 2 HP(C,; G) = HP+k(Cn, E; G) 
Hp+k(Crr E; G) = H,(C,; G) a Hp(X; G) 
are the Thorn isomorphisms cp and $, respectively. 
Let * be fixed point outside of all spaces under consideration. If A and B are two 
spaces their join A * B is the set of all (a, t, b) with t E [O,l] and 
aEA if t#l, a=* if t=l 
beB if t#O, b=* if t=O. 
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A * B is given the small topology as in 1141. As a special case, the cone CA is (~0~) * A 
where 00~ is the vertex. There is an obvious homeomorphism cp : A * B -+ (A x CB u CA 
x B) c CA x CB and CA x CB may be regarded as C(A x CB u CA x B) = C(A * B). 
If xi : E, + X are fibre spaces, their Whitney join x = n1 Q z2 is the map z : E, @ E2 
+ X defined as follows. 
(1) E, fJ3 E2 is the subset of E, * E, consisting of all (e,, r, e,) such that ni(ei) = 
7rz(ez) if t E (0,l) 
(2) 7% 0, *) = xi&) 
x(*, 1, eJ = n&) 
n(el, t, eJ = 7rl(el) = 7rz(ez) for t E (0,l). 
Using the PLP it is easy to see that x1 @ x2 is a fibre space. For any integer n 2 1, the 
fibre space Xx S”-’ + X will be denoted n,, or simply n, if no confusion is possible. Then 
n and q are stablyfibre homotopy equivalent (n y q) if and only if there are integers m and n 
such that z @ m - ?Z $ n. The spherical fibre space n of fibre dimension k is trivial if and 
only if rt - k and stably triviaI if and only if rr 7 1. 
Let H(n) be the space of all homotopy equivalences of S”-‘, with the compact-open 
. . 
topology. A “classifymg space” BHfn) and a map i, : Botn) + BHcn, are defined in [5]. A 
fibre space u : UE --+ BHcs is defined in [22], which is universal for spherical fibre spaces 
of fibre dimension n over C W-complexes. We shall denote this fibre space by rrHc,,, : EHc,,, + 
B n(n). I%(,) : Eocn, ---* Bow is the universal vector bundle of fibre dimension n, then 
i,*(nHf,,) N [nocJ. If B. = !~IJI Bo(,) and Bn = I& BHc., we obtain thenaturalmap i : B, -+ Bn, 
which is well defined up to homotopy. The classifying space for orientable spherical fibre 
spaces of dimension will be denoted BsHcn). 
Clearly @ induces the structure of an abelian semi-group on 7 equivalence classes of 
spherical fibre spaces over X. 
1.2 PROPOSITION. Zf X is ajinite complex this semi-group is a group. 
Proof. Only the existence of inverses is non-trivial. (The stable inverse of II will be 
denoted x-i). The proof is a replica of [17], Theorem 3, with the following changes. 
(1) To define the wedge of n and q, two orientable spherical fibre spaces over X of 
fibre dimension k, let n = f *(r+,& and q = g*(rrSH& and define ‘II v q over 
X v X as cf v 9)*(x,(k)). 
(2) If X” is the n-skeleton of an (n + 1)-dimensional space X, and n]X” has an inverse 
q, it is not clear that n can be extended to X, but it is easy to show, using the 
universal spherical fibre spaces, that there is a spherical fibre space q’ over X” 
such that q 7 q’ and $ can be extended over X. 
92. THOM SPACES 
If R : E-P X is a fibre space, the Thorn space T(n) is defined as CE y X. The vertex 
co of CE is the natural base point for T(z). Note that (T(x), co) x(C, u CE, co) so that 
H*(T(lr), CD)) RS H*(C,, E). 
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If rci : Ei + X(i = 1,2,3) are fibre spaces and f : E, -+ Ez is a fibre preserving map, 
a continuous map f,. : (T(n,), 03~) -P (T(Q), co?) is defined by 
_fT((~lv t, eJ) = (co,, t, f(eJ) for t E [O, l), where f(*) means *. 
_&Mel)) = rMei> = nl(el). 
It is easy to show that if f: E(TT,) -+ E(n,) is a fibre homotopy equivalence, then 
fT : (T(q), al) + (T(n,), 00~) is a homotopy equivalence. 
2.1 PROPOSITION. If n is afibre space over Y and f : X-P Y is a homotopy equivalence, 
then (Tcf*(z)), co) zs (T(n), co). 
Proof. Let g : Y + X be a homotopy inverse for f. There are fibre preserving maps 
1: E(f *(n)) + E(n) and g : E(g*(f*(x))) + E(f*(x)) and clearly also a fibre homotopy 
equivalence u : E(g*(f*(n))) -+ E(Cfg)*(n)) such that & = cfg)“a. Since fg N- 1 there is a 
fibre homotopy equivalence h : E(n) --f E((fg)*(a)) such that (fg)“h is fibre preserving 
homotopic to 1. If /I is a fibre homotopy inverse for c(, then_&‘g”Bh is fibre preserving homo- 
topic to 1. Therefore fT&(fih)T N 1. 
Similarly, there is a fibre homotopy equivalence k : E(f *(z)) + E(f*(g*(f *(z)))) such 
that $k is fibre preserving homotopic to 1, where $: E(f*(g*(f*(n)))) -+ E(g*(f *(n))). 
Hence g&k), N 1. 
SinceTr@,(Bh) r N 1 and (ph)T is a homotopy equivalence, it follows that (/3h)T(f;.gT) N 1, 
or ((Bh)&& 1: 1. 
Thus g”r has the left homotopy inverse <sh),jT and the right homotopy inverse (fk)r; 
consequently g”= isa homotopy equivalence and its left homotopy inverse is a right homotopy 
inverse. Hence 1 II( g”T((j?h)TfT) = (QT(Bh)T)fT. 
Thusjr has the left and right homotopy inverse gT(/lh)T, and_& is a homotopy equiva- 
lence. 
Let Y be a space with base point yo. Following [9] we say that Y is reducible 
[S-reducible] if and only if there is a map [s-map] f: @‘“,a)+( Y,y,) inducing isomorphisms 
of R, for q 2 n. Dually, Y is coreducible [S-coreducible] if and only if there is a map 
IS-map1 f :( Y,Y,) - (s”, a in ) d ucing isomorphisms of Rq for q I n. Then Y is S-reducible 
if and only if its S-dual ([21]) is S-coreducible (Y must have the homotopy type of a finite 
CW-complex and hence ([23], Theorem 13) of a finite complex for this to be meaningful). 
A spherical fibre space x is called reducible, etc., if and only if (T(x), co) is reducible, etc. 
(Notice that if n: E --, X is a spherical fibre space over a finite complex X and F is a fibre 
then the pair (E,F) has the homotopy type of a pair of finite complexes (cf. proof of 
Proposition (0) of [22]).) 
If IL: E + X is a fibre space over X, it is easy to see that T(1 @ Z) is homeomorphic 
to the suspension C(T(rc)), so T(n @ n) is homeomorphic to Z”(T(n)). Therefore a simple 
generalization of the argument in [2], Proposition 2.8 proves the following. 
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2.2 PROPOSITION. If n : E + X is a spherical$bre space over a connected3nite complex 
X, then n is S-coreducible if and only if x is stably trivial. 
53. P-SPACES 
A pair (X, Y) satisfies PoincarP duality for dimension n if and only if for some p E HJ X, Y) 
the maps 
(1) n p : H*(X) + H,(X, Y) 
(2) n p : H*(X, Y) + H,(X) 
(3) n dp : H*(Y) ---, H,(Y) 
are isomorphisms. Such a class ~1 is called an orientation, and 3~ is the induced orientation 
of Y. 
Note that H*(X) is finitely generated : in fact if p is represented by a finite sum c = (~1 + 
.-. + a, E C,(X, Y) of singular n-simplices then every element of H,(X) is represented by 
f n CT for some f E C*(X, Y); but each f n Q is in the free group generated by the faces of 
01, . . . , ok. Similarly, H*(Y) and H*(X, Y) are finitely generated. 
From the commutative diagram 
0 + Ext(H,_ 1(X, Y), Z) + HP(X, Y) --, Hom(H,(X, Y), Z) + 0 
I 
Ext(np.1) 
I 
nlr 
I 
Hom(ncc.1) 
0 + Ext(H”-P+l(X), Z) -+ H,_,(X) --+ Hom(H”-p(X), Z) + 0 
it follows that (1) is an isomorphism if and only if (2) is an isomorphism. Similar diagrams 
show that (l-3) are isomorphisms for any coefficient group. Moreover, (3) is an isomor- 
phism if (1) or (2) is. 
If, in the definition we have given, H,, is replaced by HiF (homology based on infinite, 
locally finite chains) then (X, Y) satisfies open Poincark duality for dimension n. 
If (X,Y) is a pair of complexes, 8 will represent he universal covering space of X. 
If p : 13 -+ X is the covering map, then (8, P) will represent (f, p-‘(Y)). A P-pair offormal 
dimension n is a finite complex (X, Y) such that (x, 8) satisfies open Poincart duality for 
dimension n. If (X, Y) itself satisfies (open) Poincart duality for dimension n, then (X, Y) 
is called orientable. X is called a P-space offormal dimension n if (X,@) is a P-pair of formal 
dimension n. 
The most obvious examples of P-pairs are triangulated manifolds with boundaries. 
The following examples will be used in $07 and 8. 
Let S; and S; be two copies of S”, for n I 2, and let 11: S” + Si v Sg (i = 1,2), be 
the inclusions. Then n,,_,(S; v Si) z 7rzn_,(S;) @ n2._1(S9 43 2; any element a E 
n2n_1(S; v S;) can be written as I~ 0 a1 0 l2 0 a2 0 m[rl, 1~1 for ai E n,,_,(S~) and m an 
integer. Let g : S2”- ’ + S; v S; and consider the space X = ezn ; (St v S;). The homotopy 
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type of X is determined by [g]~n,,_,(S; v S;). Let rci : F-2’ be the composition 
S”-fL, S; v S;l c X and let ci E H”(X) be the elements uch that IC*(C~) = 1 and rc:_ i(cJ = 0. 
If [g] = ri 0 a1 @ i2 0 a2 @ 1)2[1~, r2]then, with respect o the basis (cl, c2) for H”(X), the cup- 
product pairing u : H”(X) 18 H”(X) + H2”(X) z 2 has the matrix 
M = H(u,) 
( 
m \ 
( - 1Ym H(a2) !
where H(a,) is the Hopf invariant of at. Therefore Xis a P-space if and only if det M = f 1. 
In particular, let [g] = i1 0 a @ 0 @ [zI, 1~1. Then X, = e2” y (F1 v S;) is a P-space. 
If z : E -+ X is a fibre space and r : C, + X is the retraction, then HrLr will denote 
singular homology based on chains c E C,(C,) such that r#c is a locally finite chain in X. 
3.1 PROPOSITION. Let II: E -+ X be a spherical fibre space of fibre dimension d over a 
space X which satisfies Poincare duality [open Poincare duality] for dimension n. Then (C,, E) 
satisfies Poincare duality for dimension n + d [with H* replaced by HiLF]. 
Proof. The proof will be given when X satisfies open PoincarC duality. A proof is 
obtained for the other case by deleting LF and rLF whenever they occur. 
Let ,U E Hfr(X) be an orientation. Let cp amd JI be the Thorn isomorphisms for n. 
Putting together the Gysin sequences in cohomology and homology we obtain the diagram 
H’(X) “x 
1 
- H’+d(X) - ,~~ ,_~ =* “rF’““ir: 
H;!$(X) zn 
ati-1 
+ H,kFt-a(X) + H;:F,_ ,(E) =* - HEi- I(X) 
where 
6 : Hi+d(E) + H’+d+l(Cz, E) 
d : H;L_Fi(C, , E) --, H;k;_ ,(E) 
i : C, + (C, , E) is the inclusion 
x=cp-‘(Uu U) 
p = aji, where fi E Hi!&(C, , E) satisfies $@) = cc, 
that is, r&U n p) = p. 
Thefirst square commutes up to sign: (a u x) A jf = (- l)Q u a) n p = (- 1)‘“~ n (a n u). 
The second square commutes up to sign: We must show that if r,(U n a) = /3 n u, then 
aa = + n*jI n u. Now 
,;(U n a) = /I n p 
= /I n r,(U n J) 
= r*(r*j? n (U n p)) 
= r*((r*B u v) n F) 
= (-l)d”+‘)((U u r*/3) n ii) 
= (- l)d(l+i)(U n (r*j3 n ji)). 
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Therefore U n a = (- l)d(l+i)U n (r*p n ji); hence a = (- l)d(l+i)r*,!? n p, so 
aa = (- l)d(l +O a(r*j? n ji) 
= (- l)i(d+ l)n*~ n 8~ 
= (-1) i(d+ UR*jj n fi_ 
The third square commutes up to sign: We must prove that if r*a v U = Sg, then a n p = 
+ n,(B n p). Now, ifj : E + C, is the inclusion, then 
n*(P n ii) = ~0 n %) 
= r*.MB n G) 
= (- l)‘+dr,(6/3 n ji) 
= (- l)i+dr*((r*a u U) n p) 
= (-l)i+dr,(r*a n (U n ji)) 
= (- l)‘+da n r*(U n ji) 
= (- l)i+da n p. 
It follows from the 5-lemma that n ji is an isomorphism, and we need only prove that n F 
is an isomorphism. This follows from the diagram 
Hi(&) E) 2 H$;+,(C,) 
II IV +* 
Hi-d(X) ~ H;4F i+d(X) 
z 
which is commutative, since 
r*((r*a u U) n jj) = r,(r*a n (U n ji)) 
= ~1 n r,(U n ii) 
=anp. 
$4. NORMAL FIBRE SPACES 
In this section we construct certain spherical fibre spaces over a P-pair (X, Y). In the 
next section we prove that these are reducible if Y = 0 and that all S-reducible fibre spaces 
over a P-space X are stably fibre homotopy equivalent. We will require a lemma on cap 
products. 
The usual definition of the cap product n : W’(X, A) @ H&Y, A u B) + jYg_-p(X, B) 
for A and B open in A u B, uses the complex &(A, B) generated by singular simplices 
lying in A or in B. This definition also provides a cap product 
n : HP(A u B, A) @ H&A u B) + H,_,(B), 
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since f n c E C,_,(B) iffE Cp(A u B, A) and c E C&4, B). These maps can also be defined 
using HiF. The following lemma applies for both H* and HiF. 
4.1 LEMMA. (1) Let k : (A u B, A) + (X, A) be the inclusion and let 8, and 13~ be the 
boundary maps of the homology sequences of (X, A v B) and (X, B) respectively. Let a E 
Hp(X, A) and B E H&X, A u B). Then 
k*a A a,p = (- 1)” d,(a n 8). 
(2) Let YcAnB andleti:(B, Y)--,(AuB,A) andj:AuB+(AuB,A) be 
inclusions. Let a E Hp(A v B, A), l? E H&A v B), y E H&B, Y). If j,/? = i*y then a n B = 
i*a n y. 
HP(A u B, A) 8 H&A u B) + H,_,(B) 
I I 
i* H&A : I?, A) 
T 
i’ 
Proof. Only the proof of (2) will be given. Let f E Cp(A uB, A) represent a. Let 
c 6 C? (A, B) represent 8, so that f n c represents a n B. Let d E C,(B) represent y. Since 
_i*B = i*y we have 
d = c + c’ + dc” 
where c’ E C,(A) and c” E C,, i(A u B). Moreover C’ = c”’ + W”, for c”’ E Cq+ ,(A, B) and 
c”” E Ce+,(A u B), so that 
d = c + c’ + W’. 
Nowi*anyisrepresentedbyfnd=fnc+fnc’+fndc’”. Butfnc’=Oand 
f n 8~“’ = (- l)“(Sj n cm + a(f n c’~)) = (- l)p a(j n c”‘), 
sofnd=fnc+(-l)pJ(fnc’“),wherefnc”’EC,(B). Hencei*any=anp. 
Let P’k be a closed half-space of R”+k, bounded by R”‘k-‘. A complex X c Rn+k 
is always assumed to be closed. A pair of complexes (X, Y) c PIpk is a subcomplex of 
(H”+k, Rn+k-t ) if Xc H”+’ and Y = X n R”+‘-‘. If (X, Y) is a subcomplex of (Hn+k, 
R”+‘- ‘), a regular neighborhood of (X, Y) is a triple (N; N,, Nt) such that 
(1) N is a regular neighborhood of X in IT+’ (with boundary aN), 
(2) N2=NnR”+‘-’ is a regular neighborhoodof Yin Rnfk-l, 
(3) N, = Closure (aN - N,), 
(4) There is a deformation retraction (N, NJ + (X, Y). 
Note that N is a submanifold of R”+” with dN = Nr u N2. The case Y = @ is not 
excluded; N is then a regular neighborhood of X in R’+k with aN = N,. 
The cohomology bound of X, denoted cb(X), is the largest n such that H”(X) # 0. 
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4.2 PROPOSITION. Let (X, Y) be a subcomplex of (H”+k, R”ik-‘) with X connected, where 
k > cb(X) + 1. Let (N; N,, NJ be a regular neighborhood of (X, Y). Then (X, Y) satisfies 
open Poincarb duality for dimension n if and onIy if the following three conditions hold. 
(1) H*(N1) EZ H*(N) CD H*+(‘-‘) (N), 
(2) Hd(N) + H’(N,) is an isomorphism, 0 I d <n, 
(3) ug: Hd(N,) ---) Hd+(k-l) (N,) is an isomorphism, 
0 5 d I n, where g E Htk-l) (Nl) is a generator. 
Proof. Let vl E H,$(N, 8N) be an orientation. If Y = @ then n vl : Hd(N, N,) --* 
H “+L_,, (N, Nz) is clearly an isomorphism. If Y # @ this can be proved as follows. 
Let v2 E Hffk_ 1(N2, aN2) be an orientation. Let a : dN--, (8N, N,), b : (N,, aN,) 4 
@N, N,) and c : (aN, N,) ---) (N, N,) be inclusions. Then b* : HkF(N2, 8N2) + H,““(aN, N,) 
is an isomorphism and b,v, is a generator of Hffk_l(8N, N,). From the diagram (for 
PENN) 
H!+ l(aN, N,) 
a* 
/ 
f%- ,(aN; 
\ 
H$-@N, JN - P) 
it is clear that a&, is also a generator of H,!‘fk_l(8N, N,). Hence a,&, = & b*v2. It 
follows from Lemma 4.1 (choosing A = N,, B = N2 and X = N) that b*c*a n v2 = 
f c*a n av, = + 8(a n vi) for a E H*@N, N,). Therefore the following diagram commutes 
up to sign. 
C’ 
- Hd(N, 8N) - Hd(N, N,) - Hd(JN, N,) - 
It follows from the 5-lemma that n v1 : H%N, N,) + Hn+t_-d (N, N2) is an isomorphism. 
Suppose now that (X, Y) satisfies open Poincart duality for dimension n. Let p E 
Hi’(N, N2) be an orientation. We have the exact sequence 
d k’ i* 
- Hd(N, N,) - Hd(N) - Hd(N,) 2 
IS 
I 
Hd(H”+‘, H”+’ - Int N,) + 
I 
Hd(H”+k) = 0. 
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Hence k* = 0 and we have short exact sequences-t 
i’ 6 
0 - Hd(N) - Hd(N1) - Hd+‘(N, N,) - 0 
IS 
I 
A Y, 
~%+--1(N, N,) 
II nP 
i 
@-(k-U(N). 
If 0 I d 5 n, then Hdmck-‘) (N) = 0 and Hd(N) -+ Hd(N,) is an isomorphism. If 
n < d I n + k - 1, then Hd(N) = 0 and we have an isomorphism 
d n Y, nr 
cp : Hd(N1) - Hd+ '(N, N,) LF - Hn+k-d-i(N, N,) - Hd-(k- l’(N) ” - Hd-(lr- “(Nl). 
We will show that & p-l = u g, for a generator g E @-‘(NJ. We 
where 1 E H’(N,); in other words g = 6-‘(n vl)-‘(n p)(i*)-l(l), or 
6g n v1 = (i*)-‘(l) n p = p. 
Thus for a E Hd(N1) we have 
a n p = a n (bg n vi) = (a u 69) n v1 = (- l)db(i*a u 
can take g = q-‘(l), 
8) n Vl 
SO (- l)dq-l(a) = a u g. This completes the proof that (l), (2) and (3) hold. 
Suppose conversely that (l), (2) and (3) hold. We have the diagram 
0 __t H”+k-d-‘(N) : H”+k-d-‘(N1): Hn+k-d(N, N,) + 0 
I 
vu II nr1 
I 
Fd(N1) H,LF(N, NJ 
t 
1’ I 
HnLd(N) 
If d > n then Hnmd(N) = 0; moreover i* : H”+k-d(N) + H”+k-d-‘(N1) is an isomor- 
phism, hence HkF(N, NJ = 0. 
If 0 I d I n, then H”+k-d-i(N) = 0 and we obtain an isomorphism 0 = (n v,) 
qu g)P : fe(zv) + H,fF(N, NJ. Therefore it suffices to show that 8 = f n p, for p E 
HfF(N, NJ a generator. We can let p = ~(1) for 1 E p(N); in other words 
6g n v1 = p. 
Then for a E H”-d(I?) we have 
6(a) = G(i*a u g) n v1 = (- lymd(i*a u 69) n v1 
= (- lYqda n (Sg n vi) 
= (- lyTda n ~1. 
This completes the proof. 
t (Added in proof) Actually, the following argument is valid even if the long exact sequence is not 
split into short sequences; the regular neighborhood N may then be replaced by any thickening. 
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The proof of the following Lemma, which requires the construction of explicit fibre 
homotopies, is left to the reader. 
4.3 LEMMA. Let (X, Y) be a subcomplex of (H”,R”-I) and let (N; N,, NJ be a regular 
neighborhood. Let (M; Ml, M,) be the regular neighborhood (Nx [- 1, 11; N, x [- 1, l] 
u Nx{-1, I}, N2x[-I, 11) of (Xx(O), Yx(0)) in (H”xR, R”-‘>-CR). If w: 
B(M,,M,X)+Xand~:B(N,,N,X) + X are the endpoint maps, then w-q @ 1. 
4.4 PROPOSITION. Let (X, Y) be a subcomplex of (H”+‘, R”‘k-‘) of codimension 23. 
Suppose X is simply connected. Let (N; N,, NJ be a regular neighborhood of (X, r>. The 
jibres of the endpoint map o : B(N1, N, N) --, N (and hence the fibre of B(N1, N, X) + X 
have the homotopy type of Sk-’ if and only if X satisfies open Poincart! duality for dimension n. 
Proof: Assume first that k > cb(X) + 1. Let i : N1 + N be the inclusion. Let a : N, -B 
B(N1, N, N) be defined by a(x) = constant path x. Then wa = i and a is clearly a homotopy 
equivalence. Let S = B(N,, N, N). Suppose X satisfies open Poincare duality for dimen- 
sion n. It follows from 4.2 that 
(1) H*(S) z H*(N) @ H*+ k-1 (N) 
(2) w* : HP(N) -+ HP(B) is an isomorphism 0 s p I n 
(3) u g : HP(g) + HpfCk-‘) (9) is an isomorphism where 
g E Hk-‘(9) is a generator, 0 <p I n. 
Let {E:*Q} be the Leray-Serre spectral sequence for o. Since the isomorphism o* is 
the composition HP(N) z Ep” -+ E%‘-+ HP(p) a11 maps d, :Elp-rSr-l ---f Ef” are 0 and 
Et0 z EE”. 
Consider EzV1. The maps d, all vanish on E;*l; hence ET’ xE2’. But 0 = H’(p)/ 
El.0 w Eo*’ x E 
ET2 
‘J * hence H’(F) = 2 f 
so that Eg*2 
0 and all E$‘,’ = 0. It follows that all maps d, vanish on 
x E:‘. But 0 = H2(9’)/E&” x Ez* x Eiv2; hence H’(F) = 0 and all 
f$* = 0. Continuing in this way we have HS(F) = 0 for 0 c s < k - 1 and Hkml(F) x Z. 
For r 5 n we have the commutative diagram 
E’i“ @@k-l v , E; rk-1 
z 
I 
Qr,o@Qo.r-! 
I 
Qr.k- 1 
H'(~)@Hk-'(LPg+ H'+k-'(P) 
where the maps cp are inclusions as subgroups. Let g = (PO,k_. r(g’). Since u g : H’(B) + 
H’+(k-1)(9) is an isomorphism, the map (Pr,k-l is also. It now follows, as before, that 
J?(F) =O for s> k- 1. Therefore a fibre F of o has the cohomology of Sk-‘. Now 
X,(F) z n,(N, N,). Iff: (e’, S’) -+ (N, 8N) is a simplicial map, then, since the co-dimension 
of X in N is 2 3, we can push f off X, and therefore retract f into Nl. Thus rci(F) = 0 and 
I; has the homotopy type of Sk- ‘. We can now us e 4.3 to eliminate the assumption k > 
cb(X) + 1. 
Suppose, conversely, that F has the homotopy type of Sk-‘. Then it is easy to see that 
(l), (2) and (3) hold, and therefore conditions (I), (2) and (3) of 4.2 hold, so that X satisfies 
open Poincar& duality for dimension n. 
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4.5 Remarks. (1) Let l9 : @(N,, N, N) + N be the initial point map 8(p) = p(0). Then 
8 : o-l(x) + N, corresponds to the inclusion of the fibre into the total space B(N,, N, X); 
if (X, Y) satisfies open Poincart duality for dimension n and k > n then 0 induces isomor- 
phisms of Hk-‘. 
(2) It is clear that X need not be simply connected provided that ni(X, x) operates 
trivially on H*(o- l(x)). 
4.6 PROPOSITION. Let (X, Y) be afinite subcomplex of (H”+‘, R”+‘- ‘) ofcodimension 2 3. 
Let (N; N,, NJ be a regular neighborhood of (X, Y). Then the jibres of the endpoint map 
o: $“(N,, N, X) + X) have the homotopy of type Sk-’ if and only if (A’, Y) is a P-pair of formal 
dimension n. 
ProofI Because of 4.3 we can assume without loss of generality that k > cb(X) + 1 and 
n + k L 2*(topological dimension X) + 1. Let R be the universal covering space of N and 
let p : N -+ N be the covering map. Let V,, . . . , VP be the vertices of N. By [ 131, Lemma 1, 
there is an E > 0 such that, for WI, . . . , W, E R”+& satisfying 1 Vi - Wil < E, the simplicial 
mapf: N--r Rnfk with f ( Vi) = Wi is a homeomorphism. For each vertex V of fl let v’ be 
a point of Rnfk such that 1 v’ - p( V)I < E and such that the points V’ are in general position. 
Then the simplicial map f : hf - Rn+& with f(V) = v’ is a local homeomorphism which is 
a homeomorphism on 8 = p-‘(X). Hence ([24], Lemma 4.1) if 15 is shrunk sufficiently 
the map f is a homeomorphism, whose image f(R) may not be closed. Let g : m -+ R be a 
piecewise linear map which goes to co at co. Define h : fl+ R”+‘+’ by h(x) = (f(x), g(x)). 
Let(M;M,,M,)betheregularneighborhood(Nx[-1,1];N,x[-l,l]uNx{-1,1}, 
N,x[-l,l])of(Xx{O}, Yx{O})inR”+‘+‘. Then (a; Al, a,) is homeomorphic to 
(flx[-I, l];fl,x[-1, l]uflx{-1, l},flzx[-l, l]),whichisaregularneighborhood 
of (h(R), h( i?)). By 4.4 the fibres of $‘(A,, fl, fi) + ii?i have the homotopy type of Sk 
if and only if (R, y) satisfies open Poincart duality in dimension n, that is, if and only if 
(X, Y) is a P-pair of formal dimension n. But the fibre of 9(/i?,, Ii?i, iii) -+ n at x E X 
is clearly homeomorphic to the fibre of B(M,, M, M) + M at p(x). The proposition now 
follows using 4.3. 
From now until the end of $5 we shall regard the particular triangulation of a P-pair 
(X, Y) as part of its structure. The fibre spaces given by 4.6, (when (X, Y) is embedded in 
CH”+‘, Rnik-’ ) piecewise linearly with respect o this triangulation), are called normalfibre 
spaces of (X, Y). They are all stably fibre homotopy equivalent by 4.3, since all regular 
neighborhoods are homeomorphic for k sufficiently large. 
4.7 PROPOSITION. Let (X, Y) be a subcomplex of (H”+&, R”+‘-‘) of codimension 2 3, 
which is a P-pair of formal dimension n. Let (N; N,, NJ be a regular neighborhood of (X, Y), 
and let w : B(N,, N, N) - N be the endpoint map. Then (X, Y) is orientable if and only $0 
is orientable. 
Proof. Again we may assume that k > cb(X) + 1. If o is orientable then (X, Y) satisfies 
(open) Poincare duality by 4.5 (2). If w is not orientable and 9 (0) is the orientation sheaf 
of o then in the spectral sequence of o the term E,Osk-’ x HO(X; Y(o)) is 0; it follows that 
Hk-‘(N1) = 0, and (X, Y) does not satisfy (open) Poincart duality for dimension n by 4.2. 
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$5. REDUCIBLE SPHERICAL FIBRE SPACES 
5.1 PROPOSITION. Let (X, Y) be a subcomplex of (HN,RN-‘). Let (N; N,, N2) bea regular 
neighborhood of (X, Y) and let w : B(N,, N, N) ---) N be the endpoint map. Then 
(N u C(N,), 00) = (T(w), 00). 
Proof. Let 9 = B(N1, N, N). Then T(o) = N u W. Letf: N u C(N,)+ N 1;’ C9 be o
defined by 
f(c% 0, *) = (co, 0, *) 
j(co, t, x) = (co, t, constant path x), for x E N, and 0 I t I 1 
f(y) = Y, for Y o N. 
Let g : N ‘E;’ C9 + N u C(N,) be defined by 
$I(@4 0, *) = (co, 0, *) 
s(c% 4 P) = ( (ah 24 P(O)) 0 < t < l/2 p(2t _ 1) l/2 5 t i 1 
g(y) = Y, for Y E N. 
Then gf N 1 by the homotopy H defined by 
H((oo,O, *),u) = (%(A *I 
H((oo’ t’ ‘)’ ‘) = 1 (co, t + ut, x), for x E aN, 0 < t 5 l/2 (00, 2 + u(1 - t), x), for x o dN, l/2 I t I 1 
WY, 4 = Y, for Y E N, 
and fg N 1 by the homotopy K defined by 
W(Q 0, *), 4 = (00, 0, *) 
I 
(00, t + ur, PI CO, 1 - ul O<f51/2 
K((Q 4 1.4 u) = (co, t + 42, p 1 [O, 1 - u]) l/2 5 t 5 1 - u/2 
p(2t - 1) 1-42ItIl 
K(y, u) = y, for y E N. 
5.2 COROLLARY. Zf w’ = &o-‘(X) then (T(o’), CO) GS (N/N,, *). 
Proof. (N/N,, *) x (N u C(NJ, 0~)) x (T(o), co) z (T(o’), oo), by 2.2. 
5.3 COROLLARY. Let X be a P-space which is a subcomplex of R” of codimension 2 3. 
Let N be a regular neighborhood of X, and o : B(aN, N, X) 4 X the endpoint map. Then o 
is reducible. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to proving that all reducible spherical fibre 
spaces over a P-space X are stably fibre homotopy equivalent; in particular the normal fibre 
spaces of X for different triangulations are all stably fibre homotopy equivalent. 
Suppose X is a P-space of formal dimension n and n : E +X is a spherical fibre space 
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of fibre dimension d. If J? is the universal covering space of X with covering map p : R *X, 
letit:E+xbep*(n),andi::C;; + r? the retraction. Let f: E + A be a homotopy equi- 
valence, where A is a locally finite complex with cells of bounded dimension (c.f. proof 
of Proposition (0) in [22]). Let o : A + X be a simplicial map such that of = 7~. Then X 
is a subcomplex of C, and the pair (C,, A) has the homotopy type of (C,, E). On the other 
hand, the pair (c’,, 2) has the homotopy type of (C,,E). Since 8 satisfies open Poincare 
duality for dimension n, by 3.1 the pair (C;, E) satisfies Poincare duality for dimension 
n + d, with H* replaced by HGLF. Therefore (&,, A) satisfies open Poincare duality and 
consequently (C,, A) is a P-pair of formal dimension n + d. 
Let (C,, A) be embedded as asubcomplex of (H”+d+k, Rn+d+k+l), with regular neighbor- 
hood (N; N,, N2). Let 
v be the endpoint map 9(aN, N, X) + X 
p be the endpoint map B(N,, N, X) -+ X 
n’ be the endpoint map B(A, C, , X) + X. 
Clearly v is a normal fibre space of X and ~1 is the restriction to X of a normal fibre 
space of (C,, A), while n’ N n, by 1.1. 
5.4 PROPOSITION. If d, k > n + 1 then v - p @ x’. 
Proof. It is clear from the proof of 4.6 that it suffices to prove the theorem for simply 
connected X. 
For xEXamapg,:v,+p,*n’, will be constructed in three steps. Each map gx 
will be a homotopy equivalence, and the union of all gx will be a continuous map g, which 
is a fibre homotopy equivalence by [4], Theorem 6.3. 
We will use the following abbreviations: 
@(aN) = 9(aN, N, x) 
%N,) = p(N,, N, x) 
B(N) = B(N, N, x) 
%A) = %A, C, , x> 
8Go) = ec, 3 c, , x-1. 
Step (1). A homeomorphism cpx : B(N,) * S(A) + B(N,) x C@‘(A)) u C(B(N,)) x 
B(A) has been defined in $2. 
Step (2). Let U c N be a neighborhood of N, such that 
(1) UnX=Qr 
(2) U n En’d+k-l is a neighborhood of aNa in Nz 
(3) U is homeomorphic to N, x [0, 11. 
Let $ : N, x [0, l] + U be a homeomorphism with $(y, 0) = y, for y E N,. Define 
ix : B(N) + C(B(N,)) as follows. 
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Ifp(0) 4 U, then i,(p) = (00, 0, x); ifp(0) = $(r, t), for y E N, and t E (0, l), then i,(p) = 
(co, t, p’), where 
P'(U) = ( NY> u) O<ult I-0 - Q/U - t)) t5ld51; 
if p(0) E N,, then iJp)=(*, 1, p). 
Then ix is a homotopy equivalence with homotopy inverse ii : C(B(N,)) + B(N) 
defined by 
i:(co, 0, *) = constant path x 
iL(co, t, p) = pl[l - t, l] 0 < t 5 1. 
Note that P(N,) is always left fixed. 
Define jx: P(C,) ---, C(B(A)) as follows. 
If p(0) E X, then j,(p) = (co, 0, *); if p(0) = (a, t), for a E A and I E [0, l), thenj,(p) = 
(co, t, p’), where 
&) = (a, u) ( OlUlt p((u - t)/( 1 - t)) t I l4 5 1. 
Then j, is a homotopy equivalence with homotopy inverse ji : C(B(A)) + 9(C,) 
defined by 
j:(co, 0, *) = constant path x 
A(% 4 P) = PI Cl - 4 11 p<t51. 
Note that B(A) is always left fixed. 
Using i, and], we obtain a homotopy equivalence 
B(N,) x Y(G) u B(N) x B(A) 
J. 
eN1) x w(4) 6 WwlN x%0 
Step (3). Define f, : @UV) + B(N,)xP(C,) u B(N)xB(A) by f,(p) = (p, r o p), 
where r: (ZV, NJ -+ (Cm, A) is the retraction. 
Now define gx : 9(&V) + P(N,) * B(A) by gx = cp; ‘axfx. 
To complete the proof it is sufficient o show that f, is a homotopy equivalence. Since 
B(N) and P(C,) are contractible it suffices to show that 
fx : (wo mw) ----, (%Jo, B(Nl)) x (I, W)) 
induces isomorphisms of H k+d We have the commutative diagram . 
/= P(N), P(dN)) - P(N), B(N,)) x (I, %A)) 
01 
I 
82=8*’ x 82” 
(N, aN) - * (N, N,)x(N, N2) lxr 
I 
- (N, N,)x(C,, 4 
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where 13~, 0; and 0; are initial point maps and A is the diagonal. 
To see that d1 induces an isomorphism of Hd’k, consider the diagram 
0 = Hk+“-‘(9(N)) - Hk+d-‘(8 @IV)) - H ’ +d(9(N), 9’(c?N)) - Hk+“(9(N)) = 0 
* * 
0 = Hk+d- l(N) - H k+d- i’@N) - Hk+d(N, ‘aN) - Hk+d(N) = 0. 
Since (4.6) the map 8* is an isomorphism, 8,* is also. Similarly (e;)* is an isomorphism 
of Hk (using k > n + 1) and (t$)* is an isomorphism of Hd (using d > n + 1). Hence t?,* 
is an isomorphism of Hk’d. 
Let u and fi be generators of Hk(N, N,) and Hd(C,, A), respectively. Let ~1 E H,+,(N, NJ 
and VI E H,+k+, (N, aiV) be generators, and let p1 = r*p, where r : (N, NJ --) (C,, A) is the 
deformation retraction. Then (c.f. proof of 4.2) we have a n v1 = ,u. 
Now /I corresponds to U(z); hence jI n ~1~ is a generator of HJC,) by 1.6. Therefore 
(r*/? u a) n v1 = r*/3 n (a n vl) = r*j? n u 
is a generator of H,(N). This proves (c.f. proof of 4.2) that r*/3 u a is a generator of 
Hk+d(N, &V). 
If y is a generator of Hk’d((9(N), B(N,)) x (9(C,), B(A))), then 
(S,)*(Y) = (f,)*(e,* (~1 x B)) 
= e,*A*(lxr*)(axjI) 
= 8, *A*(a x r*jI) 
= e,*ta u r*j?), 
so (f,)*(y) is a generator of Hk’d(9VV), 9(8N)). This completes the proof of 5.4. 
5.5 PROPOSITION. Let (X, Y) be a P-pair and v a normal ftbre space. Then T(v) is the 
S-dual of X/Y. 
Proof Let (X, Y) be embedded as a subcomplex of (Hn+k, R”+‘-‘) and let (N; N,, NJ 
be a regular neighborhood. We can assume that we actually have N c (Z”+k, Z”+k-l). 
If CO$R”+~, then {co} * Z”+k is S”+k. Now X u (s”+k - Interior N) is an S-dual for N, 
and S”+’ - Interior N is an S-dual for N. Hence X u (Sri+++ - Interior N)/(S”+k - Interior N) 
is an S-dual of N/N,. But X u (S”+k - Interior N)/(Fk - Interior N) x X/Y and 
N/N, x T(v,) by 5.2. 
5.6 PROPOSITION. Let X be a P-space with normalfibre space v and let a be an S-reducible 
sphericaljbre space over X. Then R y v. 
Proof. We can assume that fibre dimension II > 1 + formal dimension X. We have, 
using the notation introduced before 5.4, 
vm i*uQn 
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where i : X+ C, is the inclusion. If r : C, + X is the retraction then r*v N p @ r*n or 
j.f - r*v @ (r*n)-l. 
Since T(z) is S-reducible, its S-dual is S-coreducible. Since T(n) x &/A, by 5.5 the 
s-dual of T(n) is T(p) and by 2.1 we have ?“(,u) NN T(r*v @ (r*n)-‘). Thus T(r*v $ (r*n)-‘) 
is S-coreducible and it follows from 2.5 that r*v @ (r*n)-’ 7 1, or r*v y r*lr. Since r is a 
homotopy equivalence, v y R. 
$6. OBSTRUCTION THEORY 
Let X be a P-space and let v be a normal fibre space of X, of fibre dimension k. Let 
f: x--, &f(k) be a map such that f*(nHck,) N v. The composite maps X A BHckj + BH are 
all in one homotopy class; we denote (maps in) this homotopy class by Gr. The class Gx 
is called the normal or Gauss map of X. The condition that there is a reducible vector bundle 
over X can be expressed very succinctly. 
6.1 PROPOSITION. There is a reducible vector bundle over a P-space X if and only if there 
is a map gx : X + BO such that the following diagram commutes up to homotopy. 
Proof. Suppose ig,, 2: G,. For some k we have 6, : X + BHtfj and & : X -+ BOtkJ. 
Then Qs*(n& N &*i*(%& N ~;x*hc~~l - 6 -* JWJ Since G;x*(xH& is reducible, 
so is dr*(rrOe,). Conversely, if for somef : X ---* BOtkj the bundlef*(n,(,.) is reducible, then 
(if)*(lr& wf*(i*x,,& ~f*[z,,J and (if)*(x,,,,) is reducible. Hence ry- Gx. 
It follows from 6.1 that if X is a P-space there is an obstruction theory for the existence 
of a reducible vector bundle over X, namely the obstruction theory for the existence of d,. 
More generally, given a spherical fibre space 71 over any complex X, suppose II -f,*(n,& 
for f, : X+ BHclrj. Let f, also denote the composition X 2 BHcfj + B,. Then there is an 
obstruction theory for the existence of f: : X + B, with & N f,. If i : B& ---t BH is the 
fibring associated with i : B, -+ B,, then the existence offn is equivalent o the existence of 
a map?, : X-t Bb such that if. = fn, hence to the existence of a cross-section of the induced 
fibre space.f,*(i). The pth obstruction V(n) to finding a cross-section depends only on the 
7 equivalence class of IZ and is an element of Hp(X; zp_ i(F)), where Fis a fibre of i. As usual, 
the higher dimensional obstructions are not in general well-defined. If X is a P-space we 
define Op(X) as Op(v) where v is a normal fibre space. 
The groups n,(F) can be identified as follows. We have B& w BO and, for n I; k - 2, 
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the following diagram commutes, where J.- 1 is the J-homomorphism (c.f. [2], pp. 293-295). 
(ix) I 
m%(k)) - a%(,,) 
I 
JJ JJ 
Jn-1 
‘II,- ,W)) 
1, 
-l-b-, 
Hence the exact homotopy sequence of i becomes 
n,(O) 2 rI, + n,(F) + ?I,_ i(0) Jn-? rI,_ 1’ 
Since ([1]) J._ 1 is a monomorphism for n - 1 = 0 or 1 (mod 8), we have 
kerJ,_, WZ n - 1 = 3,7 (mod 8) 
kerJ,,_,=O otherwise. 
Hence the sequence always splits and 
n,(F) x l&/image J, @ Z n=0,4(mod8) 
A,(F) = l&/image J, otherwise. 
The first few groups are given below. 
Examples. (1) Every P-space of dimension 4 has a reducible vector bundle over it. 
(2) There are ([6], p. 44), 3-connected compact PL-8-manifolds MS, which do not 
have the homotopy type of a compact C” manifold. But there is a reducible vector bundle 
over Ms. 
If X is an (n - I)-connected P-space the primary obstruction U(X) is well-defined. 
In the next two sections 0”(X) will be characterized in terms of a cohomology operation 
on X, as indicated in Theorem B of the Introduction. The content of this Theorem is 
contained in 8.3 and 8.4. 
$7. THE COHOMOLOGY OPERATION 4 
Let 2 I k 5 n - 2. In [ll], $8, a cohomology operation JI : Hk(K, L; Z) -+ H”(K, L; 
x,_ l(Sk)) is defined when (K, L) has the homotopy type of a CW-pair and satisfies the con- 
dition: PZp(K, L; G) = 0 for k c p < n and for all coefficient groups G. 
If n < 2k then $I is a homomorphism and n,._ ,(Sk) x l&+-i. If n = 2k, then ([ll], 
Lemma 8.2) 
4@ + P) = $(a) + G(8) + Ci’, i’l(a u 8) 
where [ik, ik] stands for the coefficient homomorphism Z + nzf- ,(Sk) which carries 1 into 
the Whitehead product [i”, ik], where ik E 7[k(Sk) is the generator. Since the kernel of the 
suspension homomorphism X : nnlk- ,(S’) -+ nzk(Sk+r ) w IIk- i is generated by [ik, i’], 
the composition of JI and the coefficient homomorphism X is also a homomorphism, 
which will also be denoted $. These are the only two cases when J/ will be considered. 
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7.1 PROPOSITION. If
II/ : H”(X,, Y,; Z) + w+yxl, Y1; l-Iq-l) 
* : H”(X2, Y,; Z) + H”+Q(X& Y,; l-I,_,) 
J/: Hm+“((&, Y&x(X,, Y,); Z)-+ 
--+ Hm+n+q ((Xl, Y,)x(X,, Y,); n,-,) 
are all defined and a E H”(X,, Yl ; Z), /I E H”(X,, Yz ; Z), then 
$(axB) = bG)xB + (-l)“‘~x~(/%. 
ProoJ (Unpublished proof of Milnor). Given spaces A and B with base point define 
AxBasAxBJAvB. Thesuspensionofamapf:A+Bisthemapfxi’:AxS’-+ 
B x S’. The k-fold suspension is f x ik. Iff: S”+q-’ -+S”isamapthenikxf:Sn’~-l+ 
S n’k is also defined and ik x f N (- l)‘(qml)f x ik. Let D” be the standard n-cell with 
orientation p. E H,(D”, SW-‘). Let 
f : Sm+4-1 --) S” and g : (D”, S”-I) + (S”, *) 
be given maps. Then a map 
h : d(D”+qxD”)-+ S” x S” 
is defined by 
h(x, y) = f(x) x g(y) for x E Sm+q-l 
W, y) = * for y E S”-‘. 
Let a(Dm+q x 0”) be oriented by a(,u m+q X/L.). Then h corresponds to an element 
ofn m+“+q-l(Sm+“). 
Assertion 1. If g has degree d then h corresponds to d times the n-fold suspension off. 
For h can be factored as 
&Dm+q x D”) ’ 
/atim 
d sm+q-1 x S”- S” x S” 
where 
g’(x, y) = x x g(y) for x E S”+q-l 
g’(x, y) = * for x E S”--l, 
and g’ has degree d. 
Similarly given f: (D”, Sm-‘) + (Sm, *) with degree d and g : S”+q-’ -+ S” a map 
h : d(D”xD”+q)--+ S” x S” 
is defined by 
4x9 Y) = * for x~S”-i 
h(x, y) =f(x) x g(y) for y E Sn+q-l. 
Assertion 2. h corresponds to (- l)mqd times the m-fold suspension of g. 
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The proof is similar to the above except that a sign (- 1)” is introduced from the for- 
mula for 8&mx~n+a), and a sign (-l>m(q-l) is introduced to relate i’” x g to the m-fold 
suspension of g. 
Now let u and /I be represented by cocycles a E Cm(X1, Y,) and b E C”(X2, Y,), respec- 
tively. Let 
f : (x:+4-’ u Y,, x;l-’ u Y,) --, (F, *) 
g : (Xi’“_ l u Y2, x;-1 u YJ --) (S”, *) 
be maps representing a and b, respectively. Then the obstruction ocf) E Cm+g(X1, Y, ; 
7r m+q_ l(Sm)) to extendingfrepresents I+%(E) and o(g) represents J/(b). Let (M, N) = (X1, Y,) 
x(X,, Yz). A map 
h : (Mm+n+q-i u N, Mm+“-l u N) --, (9” x S*, *) 
corresponding to a x b is defined by 
h(x, y) =f(x) x g(y) if x 6 Xy+q-‘, y o X;+q-i 
h(x, Y) = * if xoX?-l u Y,,ybX;-’ u Y,. 
This same formula can be used to extend h throughout the interior of a cell 
elk e!J+n+q-c, unless c = m + q or m. Using the two assertions, the desired formula is 
obtained. 
7.2 COROLLARY. If, in the hypothesis of 7.1, we have Xl = X2 = X, then $(a u /?) = 
$(a)uB+(-l)“qauW). 
Proof. Let Z1 = Y1 u Xr-’ and Z, = Y, u Xl-‘. It follows from the Kunneth 
theorem that JI : H”+“((X,ZJx(X,Z,);Z) ---) Hm+nfq ((X, $I) x(X, Z,); II,_ r) is defined. 
Since the natural homomorphism H”(X, Z,) ---, H”(X, Yl) is onto, there exists an element 
a’ E H”(X, Z,) representing a. Similarly choose /3’ E IP(X, Z,). Let A : (X, Y, u Yz) + 
(X, Z,) x(X, Z,) be the diagonal map. The required identity is obtained by applying A* to 
+(a’ x j?) = *(a’) x /? + (- 1) mqa’ x $@I’). 
Let X be an (n - 1)-connected space (n 2 2) and let II : E + X be a spherical fibre 
space of fibre dimension k 2 n. Then (C,,E) has the homotopy type of a CW-pair (c.f. 
discussion preceeding 4.5) and Hp(Cz, E; G) = 0 for k =z p < n + k and for all coefficient 
groups G. Hence $(V(n)) E H”+k(C,, E; II,_,) is defined. Let @(V(n)) = cp(ll/“(n)) =
r*$“(a) u U(z) for e”(n) E H”(X; I&_,), where r : C,, --, X is the retraction. It is clear 
that t,P(n) does not depend on the orientation of rc and that $“( 1) = 0. 
7.3 PROPOSITION. $"(q 0 n,)= $"(xl)+ $"(B~). 
Proof. Let nl 0 n2 = 7~ : E -+ X. Let ri : C,, + X and r : C,-, X be the retractions. 
Let 
C,’ = u mx~(C,,L 
Xt;X 
G2= U (C&-W,L- 
XCX 
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Then (c.f. discussion of the join in $1) we can regard C: u C,’ as E andLUx (C,,), x (C,,), 
as C,. If p1 : C, -+ C,ji = 1,2) is projection on the ith factor we have thimaps 
where ni is the restriction Of pi, which is the restriction of qt. 
As in [15], Theorem 11, it follows that ql*U(n,) uq,*U(nJ = U(n). Let U1 = U(rr,) and 
U = U(n). Then by (7.2) 
$(v> = J1(41*u,) u 42*uz + (-Pi” u1 u ik*W 
= Yl*4W,) u 42*uz + (-lYk’91*U1 u q2*WU 
= ql*(rl*VW u vi) u q2*Uz 
+ (- V’ql*Ur u q2*(r2*V(%) u UJ 
= n,*r,*tjP(nl) u ql*U1 u q2*U, 
+ n2*r2*V(n2) v ql* U, u q2* U2 
= [r*$P(z,) + r*v(n,)] u U. 
Since J/(v) = r*$“(x) u U the proof is complete. 
7.4 COROLLARY. e"(n) depends only on the 7 equivalence class of x. 
If Xis an (n - I)-connected P-space, then I/P(X) is defined as I/P(V) for any normal fibre 
space v of X. Let N be the formal dimension of X. If N - n <p < N then we have 
W’(X; G) x HN_JX; G) = 0 so the homomorphism $ : HN-“(X; Z) + HN(X; II,_,) is 
defined. 
7.5 PROPOSITION. u J/“(X) : HN-“(X; Z)+ HN(X; II,_ i) is (- l)ntN+ ‘)+ ’ times the map 
$ : AP-“(X;Z) ---) P(X; n,_ 1). 
(Remark. It is clear that t/P(X) is the unique class with this property. Hence 1,9”(x) can 
be computed, knowing only the topology of X). 
Proof. Let n : E -B X be a normal fibre space of fibre dimension k, and let r : C, -P X 
be the retraction. Since ‘II is S-reducible we may assume, without loss of generality, that IL 
is reducible. Let f : (SN+‘, a) + (T(x), 00) be a map inducing isomorphisms of R, for q 2 N. 
Considering T(z) as C, u CE we have the following commutative diagram. 
HN+k-n(Cn, E;Z) 2-+ HN+k(C,, E; l-II,_ J 
* * 
o = HN+k-“(s”+: 
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Therefore $ : H N+k-n(Cn, E; Z) + HN+k(Cz, E; II,_ 1) is 0. The maps $ : HN-“(X;Z) --) 
HN(X; II,_,) and $ : Hk(C,, E; Z) + Hk+“(Cn, E; I-I,_,) are defined. Let a E HN-“(X; Z). 
Then by (7.2) 
0 = +(r*c1 u U(n)) = Il/(r*~) u U(K) + (- l)n(N+ ‘)r*a u $(U(rc>). 
Hence $(r*a) u U(n) = (- 1) n(N+l)+l r*u u r*+“(n) u U(K), and therefore 
+(a) = (- I)n(N+l)+l a u v(n). 
Let X, be the P-space defined in $3, where CL E II~~-~(S”‘), and let cl, c2 E H”(XJ be as 
defined in 93. 
7.6 COROLLARY. $"(X,) E H”(X,; II,_ 1) w H”(X,; Z) @J II,_, is (- l)“+‘c2 @ Z a. 
Proof. Consider J/ : H*(X,; Z) + H’“(X,; II,_,) x II,_ 1. A cocycle representing q is 
1onS~andOonS~_i,soamapf:Sl”vS2” + S” representing q is the identity on Sin and 
trivial on S;_,. Therefore #(cl) = Z a and +(c2) = 0, and the result follows from 7.5, and 
the matrix for the cup-product pairing for X,, given in $3. 
$8. THE PRIMARY OBSTRUCI’ION 
Let Bs&O, n - l] be the space obtained from BsHck, by attaching cells of dimension 2 
n + 1 to kill off all homotopy groups of dimension 2 n. The inclusion j : B,,(,, + 
BsagJO, n - l] induces isomorphisms of homotopy groups in dimension 5 n - 1. Let II : 
B&(k) + Bsa(k,[ 0, n - l] be the fibring associated to j; the fibre will be denoted Bstrckj[n, co). 
Thenthe itIChSiOII&H~k~[~,m) c B&,(k) Z&,~kj induces isomorphisms of homotopy groups 
in dimensions 2 n, and B,,,,,[ n, a) is the base space of a spherical fibre space asp,, of 
fibre dimension k, which is universal for spherical fibre spaces of fibre dimension k over 
(n - l)-connected CW-complexes. The stable B&n, ~0) is delined in the obvious way. 
For k 2 n + 2 the obstruction On(xSH(k),+) is an element of H”(B,,(,,[n, ~0); x,_,(F)) x 
H”(B,,[n, 00); IC,_~(F)). Identifying these elements for all k 2 n + 2 we obtain an element 
8.1 PROPOSITION. O", considered us an element ofHom(z,(Bs,), q,_ 1(F)), is the boundary 
homomorphism 8 : q(Bsn) -+ n,_,(F) of thefibre space i : BLo --) BsH. 
Proof. Let f: s --, Bsackj be a map, where k 2 n + 2. Under the identtication of the 
following diagram f * is evaluation of a homomorphism yon m, where If] is the homotopy 
class of the composition S” 1, Bs,,(kj + BsH. 
If”@“; q_,(F)) - I’ H”(Bs,(k)Cn, 00); G- I(F)) 
II II 
I’ 
G- I(F) - Hom(QLJ~ %- dF)) 
Hence O"(f *hH(k),n)) =f *O”(nsH(k)$ = @“(lfl). 
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On the other hand, consider the regular cell complex structure for S” consisting of 
two k-cells, elk and cZk, for 0 I k I n. We can assume thatfla,” is trivial. The obstruction 
s”t.f*t%Z~k,,n)) E H”@“; %- I@?) c II,_ ,(F) is defined by covering the reverse of the radial 
contraction of 01” into the origin of cl”, obtaining an element of q_ ,(F). But theelement so 
obtained is just a(lf]). 
For k 2 n + 2 the class v(rtsH(& is an element of H”(&&, 00); &_l)z 
H”(&,[n, co); II,_ 1). Identifying these elements for all k 2 n + 2 we obtain an element. 
8.2 PROPOSITION. II/", considered as an element of Hom(n,(Bs,), II,,_ 1), is an isomor- 
phism. 
Proof. Let f : S2n-1 * S” and let v be a normal fibre space of X1/,, of fibre dimension 
k < n + 2. Then vlSi - gi*(“SH(k),n) for SOme 9i : s” + &z(k)h co>. Let rPi(V]) E n,,@~d 
be [gJ, considered as an element of x,(B,,). Then @“(Xc,,) = q @ t,V’(cp,Lf]) @c,@ 
V(cp2[f1). But (7.6) V(Xc.rj) = (- l)“+’ c2 C3 C ifI. Hence JI"((P~L~I) = t-V'+' X If] 
(and ~Y((p~lf]) = 0. Since C is onto II,_,, the homomorphism $” is also onto. Since 
n,(&) and I’%-, are isomorphic finite groups, $P is an isomorphism. 
8.3 COROLLARY. Let X be an (n - l)-connected P-space of dimension N 2 2n. Under 
the coefficient homomorphism 
(V)_’ a 
%-I - %(&H) - %-I(P) 
the class y?“(X) goes into U’(X). 
Proof. The coefficient homomorphism ($“)-I : II,_, + ~.(Bsu) takes JI” E Horn 
(n,(Bs,), II,_,) into 1 E Hom(n,(B,n), n,(Bs,)). Therefore the coefficient homomorphism 
a(~,//)-’ takes $” into 0” = a E Hom(n,(B&, n,_,(F)). Therefore this coefficient homo- 
morphism takes $“(X) into V(X). 
The composite isomorphism rc,_ ,(SH) 5 nr,(Bs,) % II,_ i multiplied by (- l)“+’ will 
be denoted j,_ i. 
8.4 PROPOSITION. The following diagram commutes. 
%-GO) - n,- ,(SW 
\ 
\ 
J.-i 
\ 
I 
h-1 
\ 
G-1 
J,,-1 a(C) - 1 
Therefore the sequence n,_ l(SO) - l-I,,_ 1 - 7r,_ ,(F) is exact. 
Proof. Let J._ l(a) = IZ If] for f: S2”-l + S”. Let v be a normal fibre space of X,,,. 
It suffices (c.f. proof of 8.2) to prove that v]S2 ” has characteristic map ig where [g] = a. 
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Consider the F-bundle x : E + S” whose characteristic map is -c(, where c( is con- 
sidered as a member of n,_,(R,+,). Let IX= k,B for p E n._,(Rn), where k : R, + R,+l is 
the inclusion. Then Jn_l(cz) = J,_,(k,/?) = - C Jn-1(p). Choosing such a /I corresponds 
to choosing a cross-section s of the bundle n : E -+ S”. If a E S”, the space E is rr-‘(a) u 
s(F) u [x-‘(s” - a) - s(S,)] = S,” u S,” u e’“, where (c.f. [lo], p. 206) the attaching map 
is -iI o Jn_1(/3) @ 0 @ [iI, i2]. Thus the C” manifold E may be chosen for X,,, (with 
[f] = -Jm_I(p>). Therefore it s&ices to prove that the restriction to S2” of the normal 
bundle of E in R”+k is stably equivalent o a bundle witb classifying map a; this assertion is 
equivalent to the obvious fact that rElS2” is stably equivalent o a bundle with classifying 
map -a. 
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